Exploring East Schiehallion

After leaving the car park, there are no waymarkers on the hill. Come prepared to navigate safely on the mountain. The built path from the car park offers dramatic views and goes as far as the rocky summit ridge. From there, the built path ends and it’s a walk across rocks and boulders to reach the summit.

An alternative to climbing the mountain is to head south into Gleann Mòr – a quiet, open glen on the sunny side of the hill with a wooded gorge and sheilings. There are no maintained paths in this part of the site.

The Foss Loop is an easy access 1.5km long path and boardwalk which was built in 2019. It links John Muir Trust land with our neighbours at Highland Perthshire Communities Land Trust and Forestry & Land Scotland.

The map on this leaflet is for illustrative purposes only and is not intended for navigation.
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